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In 2002 a dojin group known as 07th Expansion produced a sound novel (visual 
novel) format game called Higurashi no naku koro ni (“When they cry，" here司
after referred to as Higurashi).' Over the next several years， anime， manga， 
light novels， films， and other Higurashi products swept into the marketplace 
for an ever-expanding fan base. Higurashi is a mystery story that follows six 
ceIitral characters who are haunted by a series of murders. Much of the action 
of the narrative takes place in the rural community of Hinamizawa in June 
1983・Besidesone male protagonist， Maebara Kei'ichi， the main characters 
are al female and include Furudeおka，Hojo Satoko， Ryugu Rena， and the 
Shinozaki sisters， Mion and Shion. Additionally， there is one more character 
of interest: Rika's ancestor， Hanyu， who happens to be the deity worshipped 
in the local shrine in Hinamizawa. 
A且ofthis， of course， isstandard enough for an anime. But there is a 
twist-not wi出thestory itself but rather with how fans reacted to it. Parti印・
larly stimu!ated by the television airing of Higurashi in 2006， fans set off on 
a quest， driven by Japan's popular culture and accented by artistic intention， 
to enshrine their beloved Higurashi anime characters at the crossroads of the 
two-dimensional and three-dimensional worlds.百leytraveled to the site of 
the genesis of the anime. 
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τHE討IGURAS討1PILGRI輔AGE
In the same way that motion pictures， TV dramas， and commercials are filmed 
on location， anime productions regularly incorporate backdrops adopted 
from real places; in recent years， more and more anime fans are choosing 
to actually embark on trips to these places， journeys that bring the two-
dimensional world of the anime to the three-dimensional setting on which 
it is modeled. Fans have adopted the term seichi junrei， a compound meaning 
“sacred site" (seichi) and “tilgrimage" (junrei)， for this spiritual enterprise.2 
Within Japan's otaku culture， seichi are not limited to the settings of anime 
and games but also include thriving maid cafes， the homes and workplaces of 
anime or manga artists， factories manufacturing otaku-valued commodities， 
and Tokyo's Akihabara shopping district， a mecca for assorted hobbyists.3 
In this way， the term seichi is pervasively used by otaku in general， but it is 
anime fans in particular who tend to use the expression seichi junrei， which 
further emphasizes the pilgrimage aspect and the act of actually journeying 
to the sacred site in question. 
Although seichi junrei remain largely unknown outside the fan commu-
nity， such pilgrimages first started in the 1990S when fans began to seek out 
sites connected with specific anime. One of the earliest known pilgrimages 
occurred when fans inspired by the series Sailor Moon (1992-97， Bishojo senshi 
Seeraamun) gathered at the Hikawa Shrine in Tokyo's urban neighborhood of 
Motoazabu.4 Since that time， the cultural phenomenon of anime seichi junrei 
has grown， and today there is an emerging genre of books listing pilgrimage 
sites throughout the country.S Although academic research into anime pil-
grimage is in its infancy， studies of pilgrimage as a form of tourism are more 
and more common， and one can even find a handbook instructing municipali-
ties how to use pilgrimages to invigorate their local economies.6 
In the case of Higurashi， fans perform the pilgrimage in order to spiritu-
ally connect with other fans， with the production of the anime， with its cre-
ators， and above al， with the characters. Although Hinamizawa is a fictitious 
village created for the narrative， itis based on an actual site: Shirakawago， 
a village in Gifu Prefecture famous as a tourist showpiece of nostalgic rural 
Japan. Some Higur，αshi fans make the pilgrimage to Shirakawagδonly once， 
some several times， and those enraptured by Higurashi visit repeatedly. 
To facilitate the pilgrimage， fans have appropriated a tourist map of the 
real site of Shirakawago and transformed it into a downloadable map of Hin-
amizawa， overwriting the originallocations with those in the Higurashi story.7 
Fans carry these maps in order to find， for example， a building that serves as a 
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model for a character's home depicted in the anime. 
Methodically capturing a photographic image of a 
building from the same angle as in Higurashi， fans 
will then post the photo on their blogs and home-
pages along with an account of their journey.8百lIs
coincides with what John Urry calls the “hermeneu-
tic circle，" which entails “travellers demonstrating 
that they really have been there by showing their 
version of the images that they had seen before 
they set 0百一 Furthermore，such images not only 
commemorate their trip， but also monumentalize 
the site as a sacred place of pilgrimage. 10Fans， who 
FANS， WHO 13E:6IN THE:IR 
.:10υRNεγeγVIE:WIN6 
THE: TWO-OIME:NSIONAι 
H/6URASH// TRAVE:t. 
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begin their journey by viewing the two】dimensionalHigurashi， travel through 
the three-dimensional space of Shirakawago and then proceed to document 
this categorically“analog" activity in a digital space online. The fans' engage 
ment with Higurashi moves ful circle， further cementing the two-dimensional 
and three-dimensional worlds together. 
τHE SHRINE WIT問 NT純正 SHRINE
One major reason that fans are increasingly interested in pilgrimage is the 
associated ema (votive tablet). An ema is a small wooden tablet or plaque on 
which visitors write their wishes or prayers; these are often left at a shrine 
with the hope that their prayers will be fulfilled by the resident deity.官leword
emαliterally means“picture-horse，" because the tradition developed out of an 
old custom of dedicating horses to the gods. Over time the horse came to be 
embodied in painted form on a wooden tablet， the three-dimensionalliving 
creature transformed into a two-dimensional representation.百lepictures on 
ema expanded beyond just horses to encompass a myriad of symbolic im-
agery including other animals， religious objects， and the deities themselves. 
百leJapanese continue to use ema to petition deities or to express gratitude 
for their divine grace， but nowadays the practice has become primarily text 
centered， and drawing or painting on ema by worshippers is more the excep-
tion than the rul巴 Generallyshrines and temples market ema with preprinted 
designs; supplicants personalize these by simply writing in their prayers. 11
百leanime fan on pilgrimage goes against this trend and often draws a 
pictur巴ofhis or her own design. Ifa shrine that appears in an anime actually 
exists， then fans are certain to visit. And if they find an emakαke (the rack 
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used to hang ema) they may offer ema adorned with their own illustrations 
of anime characters. They may also write in a comment about the pi1grimage 
expenence， express appreciation for the anime production or pi1grimage 10ca-
tion， or jot down a character's set phrases and the argotic 1anguage of anime 
fans and Internet users. But more than the writing itse1f， itis the illustrations， 
the visual portraya1 of characters， that represent the most distinctive charac-
teristic of fan-generated ema. 
If most peop1e who offer ema refrain from illustrating them， what then 
compe1s anime fans to make this effort?百lisis a critical question， for cer-
tain1ya copious amount of thought， energy， and skill go into composing what 
the fans cal an itaema， which trans1ates roughlyas“painful votive tab1et."官le
nam均 al1udesto tl叫 ainof be句 social1ys句 natizedfor bri噸 ngone's 
private obsession with anime out into the open and subjecting it to public 
scrutiny， perhaps even ridicu1e. 12 If the “medium is the message，" as Marshall 
McLuhan 10ng ago suggested， then it is deep1y meaningfu1 that these fans 
choose to express themse1ves through the physical object of the ema and that 
they do it through images， not just words.13 By drawing their own versions 
of the anime characters， they not on1y replicate the actions of the illustrators 
of the original text， but they also make that text their own， personalizing it， 
animating it， and indeed， creαting it themse1ves. 
Despite their creative and collective participation in the pilgrimage and 
their shared interest in the i臼ema，however， fans tend to refrain from enter-
ing into face-to-face conversation with each other. From the fans' perspective， 
then， the emakake is not on1y a hallowed space within the shrine but a1so a site 
of communication.百lroughpersonal observation at the ShirakawagδHachi-
man Shrine， 1 estimate that although on1y a small minority of fans actually 
produces ema， althe fans making the Higurashi pilgrimage ci白rcαu凶li抗tof口Hi泊nam
i包zawa(βShirakawagδ) stop by to check out the emαk如ak佐e.Communication be-
tween fans is nei.ther face-to-face nor virtual， but it is吋taland real， anchored 
in the materia1 p1ane through the medium of the ema.百leemakake serves as 
the solitary p1ace in Shirakawago where fans communicate with each other， 
albeit indirectly.百leitaema on disp1ay signi命thefans'“public show of 1abor" 
and commitment to the Higurashi community.14 
Communicative exchange among fans in this way is in constant fl.ux as 
new ema are dedicated at the emakake.百lerack has rows of pins on which visi-
tors hang ema bya fastened string， usually p1acing new ema in front of older 
ones. Fans will often lift up or push aside ema to get a 100k at those hidden 
from view. And some visitors， on finding a well-drawn emα，吋1physically 
move it into the front row to be better viewed by al. In a refl.ection of their 
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social media literacy， fans curate this physical forum as they might an Internet 
site， contributing postings (ema) to a message board (emakake). At times， writ-
ten comments directed at surrounding ema even mirror a threaded discussion 
online・Andjust as with an online discussion， nonfans may find themse1ves at 
a 10ss when confronted by unfamiliar 1anguage and imagery. 
It is p1ausib1e that without an emakake， the fan experience， both on and 
o百thepilgrimage， wou1d be significantly altered. On other anime pilgrimages 
fans emp10y communicative strategies， such as writing in notebooks， but the 
visua1 allure and the open， public quali句ofthe emakake cannot be matched.15 
Fans appreciate and anticipate fan-made renditions of the characters that 
are artistically， intellectually， and even emotionally stimu1ating.百levisual 
conspicuousness of the itaemαis what sets the fans' work apart from other 
ema. In essence， fans have taken the 1anguishing craft of illustrating ema and 
reinvigorated it with a vibrant， contemporary aesthetic. 
THE ART OF PRAYER 
At the Shirakawago Hachiman shrine， the raw co1or emanating from the 
itaema immediate1y grabs one's attention. Vo1ant in the wind， the ema signal 
their presence with an unrhythmical click-clacking sound. At most shrines the 
emのbidding，more often than not， goes unheeded by the passerby. But even 
for peop1e familiar with seeing ema at shrines， the in-your-face compositions 
distinctive of an anime pilgrimage are unusua1 and attract attention. 
1 conducted a fie1d survey of the ema at the Shirakawago Hachiman Shrine 
on November 11，2007・Intotal 1 found 577 ema. Of these， 511 (a1most 90 
percent) contained textua1 or image references to anime or the Internet， and 
inferably can be associated with fan p吐grims.16A total of 469 (about 80 per-
cent) made direct reference to Higurashi. All together 303 (just over 50 per-
cent) contained artwork， most with Higur，αshi characters.17百leema included 
in this survey represent this originating period of the pilgrimage， from 2005 
to 2007・Some，but not al， ema have dates inscribed on them; the three earliest 
ema date back to 2005， which predates the te1evision re1ease of the anime but 
is presumab1y when the shrine first started selling ema.18 One of these three 
was an itaema. In 2006， after the broadcast of the anime series， we witness a 
sharp increase in the number of itaema， and an even greater proliferation as 
we move into 2007・19
Fans produce votive art according to their own tastes and abilities. Drawn 
by male and female fans alike， female character illustrations predominate. A 
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machete-like hatchet and a baseball bat， weapons in Higur，αshi's murderous 
storyline， appear repeatedly as motif objects. Some fans create extemporane-
ous works， ranging from a quick sketch to a detailed drawing. Others prepare 
ahead， bringing graphics or stickers that they a伍xto the emα. Stil others 
purchase an emα， take it elsewhere， and bring it back when it is completed， 
presumably to produce votive art of higher quality. And a devoted few manu 
facture the emαthemselves， crafting it from a cut of wood. 
CREATING PRを$まNCE
Fan art springs from mundane fan-life activities， such as watching animations 
or playing games， much of which entails appreciation of and interaction with 
images.20 Indeed， Japanese culture has long placed emphasis on the visual， 
particularly within the arts.21 But in and of itself， this immersion in visual 
culture does not explain why fans would go through the e任ortto illustrate 
emαwith anime images. 
Based on Azuma Hiroki's work and with reference to the Higur，αshi pil 
grimage， Maruta Hajime explains that because anime are often modeled on 
actual places， fans can physically retrace the footsteps of fictional characters 
in the three-dimensionallandscape within a “manga/anime realism." But ul-
timately fans recognize that an anime is fiction and that their own experience 
is limited to physically being in the place where characters stand; they do not 
actually experience the place as the characters would.22 He further posits that 
an alternative way of processing experience ispresent in what is known as 
'game realism，" in which a character comes down into the three-dimensional 
world the fan inhabits. 
It has been suggested that itaemαrepresent an attempt to transcend the 
limitations of“manga/anime realism" in accordance with “game realism." 
In studying the Sengoku Bαsara (2005， Sengoku BASARA) game pilgrimage， 
Sato Yoshiyuki notes the overriding significance of itαema.τhrough creating 
ando百eringan itaemα， he argues， fans can imagine that the characters over-
come the restrictions of the two-dimensional anime and enter into the three-
dimensional world where the fans themselves exist. Manifested on the itαemα， 
the characters literally become part of the living world of the pilgrims.百le
fans are no longer just experiencing the places characters have been; rather it 
is as if they are playing a game in the three-dimensional world， where they are 
both creating the characters through their art and also observing themselves 
as reflected in the characters they have produced.23 While Sato's conclusion 
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gestures to the general importance of the visual images on itαema， 1 would 
argue that in order to better understand the dynamics of fan interaction with 
the anime and with each other， itis critical to closely examine the actual art-
work found on the itaema. If， as Sato suggests， fans are actively engaging with 
characters at the pilgrimage site， then details of the illustrations will shed 
light on the nature of this engagement. 
τhe first Higurashi itαemα1 will use to exemplify anime votive art is an 
anonymously drawn and brilliantly illustrated piece featuring a female char-
acter in a五tof psychotic laughter (Figure 1).官leface， the central element， 
seems to overflow the 14 cm wide by 10 cm high， elongated diamond shape 
of the ema， creating a close-up that gives an impression of movement toward 
the viewer. A tilting of the head further contributes to the animated e妊ect.
Opened wide， with retinas like those of a snake， her eyes peer out and gaze 
down on the viewer. An elongated mouth reveals a thin， white line of small， 
jagged， razor-like teeth running from corner to corner. Under this row of teeth 
the tautly stretched mouth is a dark pit from which an eerie laugh emerges・
百lelaugh is the only script on this particular ema: the hiragαna characters 
translate as an echoing “ha-ha-ha."百leletters encircling the face float off 
FIGURE 1. A Higurashi character laughs erily. Photograph by the author 
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haphazardly in al directions， conveying a demonic energy.百lIsema is an ex-
ample of the artwork's capacity to visually communicate an animated pres-
ence. Even for a viewer with no firsthand knowledge of the storyline， the 
impression delivered by this image is unsettling. Folklorist SimonよBronner
has recognized that “a key characteristic of the Internet that distinguishes 
it from face-to-face talking is how visual it iS."24 Although the emakake is a 
pointedly nondigital space of communication， here， too， visuali匂iskey to a 
form of communication that is not face to face. 
Anemαwith Hanyu (Figure 2) provides insight into another critical aspect 
of itaema， namely the opening of interplay between characters and fans. On 
the ema， the demon-goddess Hanyu has raised her right-hand level with her 
face to forcibly point an index finger at the viewer. Boldface in red， and posi 
tioned vertically along both sides ofher head， are the ominous words:“Ifyou 
do not offer (an ema)， a curse on you." Because her mouth itself is drawn as a 
miniscule triangle， this threat bellows forth as if telepathically transmitted， 
penetrating into the viewer's inner psyche. 
On the one hand， the prayer is a comical plea from one fan to another to 
make an appreciable contribution to the pilgrimage experience， thereby inten-
si均ringit for everyone. On the other hand， incomplying with Hany凶 decree
to 0妊era votive tablet， fans engage in a dialog with the characters as well as 
FIGURE 2. The demon-goddess Hanyu threatens fans. Photograph by the author. 
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with other fans.百lrough(re)producing and displaying a visual representation 
in this way， fans transfer the narratives of the characters from the screen of a 
television or video monitor to the physical setting of the pilgrimage site. Both 
the image and the accompanying text， inthe form of dialog， allow the illus-
trated characters to interact with pilgrims and vice versa. In a sense， Hanyu 
serves as a conduit， voicing a message from one pilgrim to others who follow. 
When Donald H. Holly Jr. and Casey E. Cordy investigated present-day 
activities surrounding the gravesites of alleged vampires in Rhode Island， they 
commented that they learned litle if anything about the motivations of the 
people who left objects (coins，仁andles，and so on) at the graves.25 Unlike the 
material record in their research， however， itaemαcontain explicit illustrations 
and therefore provide a plethora of information about Higurashi fans and 
offer insight into why they invest so much time and energy on the pilgrim-
age. One example contains a large figure of Hanyu backed by a smaller Shion 
(Figure 3). Looking straight forward， Hanyu wears a matter-of-fact expres-
sion as she instructs fans on how to make a petition. Her rounded mouth is 
opened to suggest that she is uttering the written text. She informs us that we 
should 0百erher favorite food， cream pUffS.26 At first glance we see that fans 
entertain each other with tantalizing references to the H留urashistory;shared
knowledge is continuously communicated by both text and visual image on 
FIGURE 3. Hanyu instructs fans how to petition her by offering cream puffs. Photograph by the 
author 
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the itaemα. Yet we also witness the establishment of a 
relationship with the characters that is a step beyond 
what is ordinarily expected. In this example， although 
presented as inside humor， fans overt1y sanction the 
petitioning of the Higurashi characters. 
Fans use the ema to restructure their surround-
ings in order to bring themselves and the characters 
to the source of the Higurashi world. On one side of 
the ema sold by the shrine is the shrine name printed 
with a scene of the local traditionallion dance， ani 
mals connected with birth years， and other such auspicious images.百leother 
side is left blank to provide space to write a prayer. Of the ema I examined， I 
found that eight fans elected to write Hinamizawa's shrine's fictional name， 
Furude Shrine， on the ema. Two emαhad the name of Shirakawago Hachiman 
Shrine crossed out and rewritten with the fictional shrine's name. A third was 
blackened over with a marker so that the scene was completely indiscernible. 
We can interpret these actions as the fans actively working to imagine that 
Shirakawago is the fictional Hinamizawa; that is， by overwriting the name in 
this way， fans transform Shirakawago Hachiman Shrine， where Ojin Tenno 
(Emperor Ojin， reign circa 270-310) is enshrined， into Furude Shrine， where 
Oyashiro-sama is worshipped. In a sense， they are also questioning which 
is the original: was Furude inspired by Hachiman， or is it actually the other 
wayaround?官lroughtheir active participation the pilgrims blur the lines 
between the two-dimensional and three-dimensional worlds， between fiction 
and reality. 
Moreover， by collectively superimposing Hinamizawa on the three 
dimensional space of Shirakawago， fans bring their beloved anime charac-
ters into a material realm. For them， Hanyu， the deity who is worshipped 
at Furude Shrine， replaces Shirakawago Hachiman Shrine's deity not just in 
name but in practice. In her work on the modern popularity among Japanese 
schoolgirls of the tenth-century sorcerer Abe no Seimei (921-1005)， Laura 
Miller has noted that worshippers offer ema so the enshrined deities can read 
them， which is standard practice at shrines and temples throughout Japan.27 
A review of al of the emαat Shirakawago Hachiman Shrine shows that on nu-
merous occasions the fans direct1y petitioned Hanyu and other characters to 
gran t their wishes. 28 In 2007， out of 511 itαemα， 231 (45 percent) were inscribed 
with prayers and petitions. For al practical purposes， the anime characters 
have become the deities. 
Media and technology scholar Sherry Turkle has posited that Internet 
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users are akin to“dwellers on the threshold between the real and virtual，" 
an observation that certainly applies meaningfully to anime pilgrims as 
well.29 Indeed， some pilgrims demonstrate a vivid awareness of the fact that 
they are enacting a link between the real and the virtual， between the three-
dimensional world and the two-. One example that explicit1y comments on 
this point is an ema (Figure 4) with multiple characters: Satoko， Rika， and 
Rena (from left to right) with a smallish figure on top of Rika's head， possibly 
Hanyu.官lefigures are drawn in a more childlike style than most other vo-
tive illustrations in the survey， and the low placement of the characters on 
the tablet contributes to the effect of short stature. Moreover， because their 
rounded eyes are expressed rather日atly，lacking lucidness， the three main 
figures exude a sense of innocence. Consequent1y， the image attains an added 
quality of sincerity that complements a thought-provoking supplication: Sa 
toko prays for more people to be able to distinguish between reality and the 
two-dimensional world. Here the separation between the two worlds becomes 
al the more blurred， asfans turn to the two-dimensional world of the anime 
to communicate with each other in the three-dimensional world. 
百leimage also raises some important questions. Is Satoko's wish simply 
tongue-in-cheek commentary about the perceived mental state of Higurashi 
FIGURE 4. 5atoko prays for people to be able to distinguish betw巴enreality and fiction. Photo-
graph by the author 
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fans， or does it， more profoundly， reveal a philosophical outlook that could 
help explain the need to produce ema illustrated with anime characters? Sa-
toko advocates for people to distinguish 
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lιιυSTRATIONS ON é?"MA~ 
between reality and fantasy， an ironic 
request of course， considering that it is 
being made by an anime character. But 
if we read between the lines， this irony 
reveals that the fans are， as Sato seems 
to suggest， able to transcend the para-
dox of their liminal condition.百levotive 
art is central to connecting the three-
dimensional (human/real) with the two-
dimensional (divine/fictional).30 
One final example (Figure 5) presents 
an image reminiscent of a traditional ema 
motif of a worshipper in prayer.31 We find 
Satoko with head slightly lowered， eyes 
gently closed， hands raised with palms 
pressed against each other. Her mouth is hidden from view by her hands.百le
high positioning accentuates the act of worship while simulating the manner 
in which Japanese customarilypray at shrines and temples. The image is sim-
ple enough， but the accompanying text presents a puzzle that once more blurs 
the lines between the real and the virtual. 1n Higurashi， the main characters 
ofthe story organized themselves into a club， and the text of this ema reads， 
“(1 pray) that 1 can make a scenario in which 1 am doing the club (activities) 
with my big brothers and sisters."百lewords are straightforward， but because 
of the site and context of its articulation， the meaning is ambiguous. 1sthe 
emαreferencing the artist's desire to interact with other pilgrims， the desire 
of Satoko to play with the other members of the club， or is Satoko expressing 
a desire to have the pilgrims become a part of her world? 
Such “pictorial and narrative polysemy，" as Jennifer Robertson has noted 
about emαin other contexts， ischaracteristic of many of the ema found at 
the Shirakawago Hachiman Shrine.32 1t is up to the viewers to interpret the 
meaning of text and image. Moreover， itis the viewers who ultimately decide 
who is speaking: the character， the fan who 0百eredup the ema， or both. Had 
fans refrained from adding art and simply followed the general custom of only 
inscribing text on their votive 0旺erings，then the ema would not have become 
so readily observable (visual)， and the relation with the characters would not 
have become as lively and interactive 
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FIGURE S.5atoko in prayer. Photograph by the author. 
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1n fact， 1 would argue that it is the illustrations that constitute the ve-
hicle for this transference of characters from the flat world of anime into the 
three-dimensional pilgrimage terrain. Despite being recognizable as material 
products， the characters on the ema are“in the status of persons."33 1thas been 
noted that in contemporary Japan， the anthropomorphizing of objects is now 
part and parcel of everyday life， and many people express an emotional at 
tachmentto五ctionalcharacters.34 On an ema featuring a drawing of Rika one 
fan wrote，“Rika， 1 love you， 1 love you! So please raise my grades."3S 1n such 
instances， we see fans pursuing intimate interaction with Higurashi characters 
as well as treating them as if they were deities to be petitioned. 
1n describing how a person receives an amulet from a shrine or temple， 
H. Bryon Earhart explains that the shrine or temple contains more power and 
sacrali匂thanthe home.36 Extending this train of thought to our subject， the 
movement of the characters out of the private and into the public sphere-
more specifically off the TV or computer screen in the home to the emakake 
at the pilgrimage site-is a sacralizing action that imbues the characters， 
embodied on the fans' ema， with ubiety in the three-dimensional world.官le
Higurashi world arose from the scenery found in Shirakawago; fans recognize 
that Shirakawago is the origin of Hinamizawa. But when they travel to the 
three-dimensional Hinamizawa， they sense an emptiness， an incompleteness， 
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without the animating presence of the characters who are inseparable from 
Hinamizawa. So， fans undertake to complete the picture， as it were， to draw 
the Higurashi characters into the three-dimensional Hinamizawa as illustra-
tlOns on ema. 
Bronner has suggested that people tend to doubt the realness of what 
they see on the screen because of an object's intangibility.37 Accordingly， by 
situating the image of characters within the three-dimensional world， fans 
invest them with an added， real-world authenticity.τhey make them tangible. 
官lematerialization of the characters' presence within the physicallandscape 
of the pilgrimage is an act of genesis that simultaneously animates the in-
strumentality of the Higurashi characters and also makes real a place called 
Hinamizawa. McLuhan defined“medium" as“any extension of ourselves": 
by extending themselves through itaema imagery in the sacred space of the 
shrine， Higurashi fans literally make themselves part of the story， and part 
of the place where it occurs.38百lroughthis act of creation， fans give birth to 
their own world. 
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